Hopes of completing course guide dampened

By SUSAN MONAHAN
News Editor

The ASCWU/BOD has been trying since last spring to implement the idea of a student Course Description Guide to help students when registering for classes.

The goal of a Course Description Guide as stated in the cover letter sent out to faculty last spring is "to gather and compile information that, based upon our research, would be pertinent to students interested in registering for each course. By making this information available prior to preregistration, we hope to decrease the number of students using the add/drop process."

When this letter was sent out last spring to all faculty members with a questionnaire, only 10 percent of the faculty sent back the questionnaires.

Last spring when the BOD first introduced the idea to the faculty senate, the students felt they had a lot of support. When they re-introduced the idea this fall for endorsement by the faculty senate to create more faculty participation with an official acknowledgment, the BOD felt the opinion of the faculty had made a 180-degree turn. The faculty senate neither opposed nor endorsed the proposal, but several concerns were voiced by members.

Beverly Heckart voiced concern that the course description guide would be "used incorrectly by the Wednesday thru Saturday party crowd as described in The Observer, November 5 issue."

Heckart also voiced concern as to the legal binding of such a document. If a student walks into a class expecting one thing, only to discover the instructor has changed the syllabus, can the student sue the instructor? The BOD feels that this is not an issue because of the disclaimer at the end of each questionnaire which states, "This information is subject to change."

"It is almost impossible to abuse this system," said representative to the faculty senate Mark Shriner. He feels it can benefit students as they register for classes.

An example of its usefulness would be that everyone has certain requirements that must be fulfilled in order to graduate. If a student had a course guide each requiring 20-page term papers but, could instead take possibly one or two classes requiring a term paper with a math or other class which does not require much outside class work, said Shriner.

Shriner also stated that this could also benefit students who don't have computer experience or the money to pay for a computer lab, if they knew ahead of time that computer usage was a requirement of the course. Also some students have found that the book store carries only a limited number of books for a class, and at times have found themselves driving up to the University of Washington to buy a needed text.

Heckart also stated that instructors such as herself who teach four or five classes each quarter would spend too much time filling out questionnaires for the Course Description Guide. If an instructor was one who chose to change his course each quarter, he would then have to fill out a new questionnaire.

Pension fund shows profit despite market fluctuations

By GUILLERMO CABALLERO
Staff Writer

The stock market's plunge on October 19th delivered a devastating blow that sent many investors reeling into the ropes, including some pension fund holders.

The National Football League Player's Pension Fund was virtually knocked out by the market's fall. However, Central Washington University faculty members have only been stunned and are still standing firmly on both feet, thanks to a pension plan fund that is both fairly stable and traditionally profitable.

According to CWU Benefit Administrator Jerry O'Gorman, CWU faculty currently allocate eight percent of their bi-monthly paycheck into two companion non-profit organizations known as Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), and the College Retirement Equities Fund (CREF). Depending on which fund they decide to contribute the majority of their money to, they can either lose or gain more money to apply towards their individual pension funds than some of their colleagues.

According to the TIAA-CREF annual report, "Each premium to a TIAA annuity purchases a contractually guaranteed amount of future lifetime annuity income. Once purchased, the guarantee cannot be decreased, but it can be increased by dividends."

Which O'Gorman says are accumulated primarily via bonds and mortgages. They are more secure investments than the sometimes volatile stock market.

The CREF fund, on the other hand, allocates premiums towards ownership in a broad-based portfolio.

"What that means," O'Gorman said, "is that faculty members have the option of investing part of their regular contribution to the pension fund to the CREF, but it's more volatile. It's not as secure as a TIAA investment."

The CREF fund, which was established in 1962, has proven to be a very lucrative alternative for many pension fund investors over the years. In fact, according to O'Gorman, some people have made a lot of money in the CREF fund.

It noted that many CREF investors, despite losing 20 percent of their total accumulation value from what it was at the end of September, have still come out on top in the long run because they have already at least doubled or tripled their investment in the fund. So what they've really lost is some of their profits.

The CREF unit value was at 40 before the market plummeted, and is currently at 30. However, O'Gorman said, "we don't know that 30 is the bottom or the top."

"Thirty may be the top for the next five or eight years. But if you look back over the history of the market since 1962, you'll see that the CREF unit value has gone up and down."

"If history repeats itself, investing in a CREF plan will yield more money at retirement than a TIAA. Though many people lost 20 percent, they've tripled their total investment."

Statistics don't do anything to dissuade O'Gorman's comments. The TIAA report states that the past five years have been a remarkable period for CREF, with net total investment returns of 22.1 percent in 1982, 25.3 percent in '83, 4.9 percent in '84, 32.9 percent in '85, and 22.1 percent in 1986.

O'Gorman projected that people who have invested within the past ten years have still been able to maintain a reasonably high amount of profits, but
EDITORIAL AND OPINION

Tis the season to see commercials, Fa La La La La......

EDITORIAL AND OPINION

BY LIONEL G. CAMPOS

'Twas the night before Christmas, and all through the house not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse....

Does it seem a little too early to be reading Christmas stories? Well, you are right; it is too early. But that doesn't stop the advertisers. It just seems as if the advertisers just cannot wait for the holiday season, to prey upon soft-hearted individuals.

I was watching a late night television show, when during one of the commercials I noticed that eight reindeer were pulling a sleigh with a bearded fat man in it. I know the Christmas season is just around the corner, and so we should all be expecting this type of commercial. However, I saw this commercial late in October.

Now the fact that this was a mail-order commercial does explain its early airing—but Christmas commercials in October!!! Let's get realistic. Who in their right mind is thinking of Santa and Rudolph at a time when witches and goblins are roaming the streets, pounding the doors, and asking for treats?

Advertisers have far surpassed the point where they are exploiting the Christmas season. I wouldn't be surprised if they even made a movie about this. They'd call it "The Year the Advertisers Stole Christmas." Then while the crew of the Enterprise is filming "In Search of Christmas," Stalone would probably make a movie depicting the drummer boy. He'd call this one "RAMBO: The Soldier Boy Who Had a Big Drum."

Anyway, as I was saying before, Christmas just isn't the same with all these commercials bombarding our television sets.

I can see it now. Some unlucky guy is going to go out and buy his girl an expensive necklace. He is going to get it placed in an elegant box, have it nicely wrapped, put a pretty little pink bow on it, and then give it to her. She will then unwrap the box, open it up, take a good look at the gift and say, "This is the necklace that Sears was selling for $4.99!!! Is that all I'm worth to you? Well don't just sit there with that stupid look on your face—get out! GET OUT!!"

And before the guy has a chance to show her the receipt, his relationship is shot—and all because the advertisers just cannot wait out there which you haven't bought.

There is all that plastic money. How store owners love to see those cards. If they do not get you with high prices, then they will get you with interest charges. There's no escaping; they will make a profit one way or the other.

There's no doubt about it, Christmas is being exploited. Thus, the reasoning for this Christmas editorial before Thanksgiving. "If you can't beat 'em, join 'em."
Residence halls move dances

By JUNE E. MAW  
Suff Write

The SUB. Typically it’s deserted on the weekends, but not this year. Too much noise and traffic every Friday and Saturday night led to a decision to move residence hall dances from the Barto Hall lounge to the SUB theater.

"We just couldn’t see it as a desirable choice anymore to have dances at Barto every weekend," said Jim Hollister, Director of Housing Services. "Beside the constant activity, it was keeping Barto residents from using their own lounge. We decided that it wasn’t a healthy environment for any one hall."

Another problem with using the Barto lounge was overcrowding. Prior to using this lounge for dances, the residence hall sponsoring the dance used its own lobby. Eventually, even the large Barto lounge became too crowded. "It was obviously a problem of finding a big enough place to have a dance," said Hollister.

Hollister says he has been looking for an alternate location for the dances since last year, and this fall the SUB theater was finally chosen as an alternate location. "We saw the SUB, sitting empty a large amount of the time, with space that was designed for dances and other activities. It seemed a logical choice." Rent for the SUB theater is $75 per evening for residence halls and recognized clubs. Residence Hall Council has tentatively agreed to contribute one half of the rent to encourage residence halls to use the SUB.

According to Pat Moore, Scheduling Center Manager, the $75 applies only to recognized campus organizations. Off-campus or non-recognized groups, such as conferences, are charged $150 for rent. These groups usually rent the theater or the SUB ballroom for meetings and do not charge admission as conferences, are charged $150 for rent. These groups usually rent the theater or the SUB ballroom for meetings and do not charge admission.

"We have to become much better at gauging the students’ preferences," said Drinkwater. "If we can figure out what they want, we can better serve them."

Drinkwater explained that the problems didn’t start with Night Ranger; they started with the group INXS. INXS had given Central a verbal confirmation that they would play for the contracted price that had been proposed. At that point, the verbal confirmation was legal and binding, giving Student Activities the go-ahead to advertise before fall quarter would start. They “piggy-backed” concert flyers with regular mailings and soon started receiving money for the tickets.

By Phil Tayson  
Suff Write

The Social Activities Budget has taken a loss of $6,000 plus due to lack of ticket sales from the Night Ranger concert in October.

According to the Director of Student Activities, John Drinkwater, the overhead was $25,912.72. Ticket sales brought a revenue of $18,880.50; and there was $430 from t-shirt sales. Ticket sales for the concert were $1,337; to break even, 2,100 tickets needed to be sold. When it was apparent that the sales weren’t going to reach that high, Student Activities cut-back expenses on security and had ticket giveaways that helped cut advertising costs also.

That brought the number of ticket sales needed from 2,100 to 1,700, but they still didn’t reach their goal. Drinkwater said that the figures were “as best as we can nail [them] down,” being almost to the penny.
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Not so long ago, in a galaxy not so far away, America's number 1 pizza delivery company made students an offer:

If your group orders more pizzas than competing groups, you'll win a free pizza party!

It's so easy to play. Call your nearest Domino's Pizza store for details.

Domino's Pizza Delivers™

The Contest:
Domino's Pizza will award free, 50 large pizzas and $50.00 cash for liquid refreshments to the group purchasing the most pizzas, on a per capita basis, starting 11-12-87 and running through 11-30-87.

For the dorm room that orders the most pizzas, each of the students living in the room will receive a Noid T-shirt.

The Rules:
1. Carry-out orders and all deliveries made from the Ellensburg Domino's Pizza store will be counted if you give us a completed entry form at the time of purchase. Delivery people can not wait for you to fill out entry form so have them completed before your pizza arrives.
2. Party winner will be the group with the most pizzas per capita ordered. T-shirt winner will be the dorm room that orders the most pizza.
3. The winning group's name will be published in the 12-3-87 edition of The Observer and on local radio.
4. The location and time of the party will be convenient to both the winners and Domino's Pizza. The location will be provided by the winners. The party must be taken between 12-5-87 and 12-8-87.
5. The 50 pizzas will be 2-item pizzas. The winner will have the choice of items. The pizzas do not have to be the same.

Your Orders Will Be Placed
In The Following Dorm and Dorm Groups:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dorm Group</th>
<th>Room #</th>
<th>Pizza Order #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al Monty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson / Moore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmondy Munroe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitchcock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamola</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meissner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muzall / Sue Lombard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North / Wilson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quigley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Winning Group's name will be published in the 12-3-87 edition of The Observer and on local radio. The location and time of the party will be convenient to both the winners and Domino's Pizza. The location will be provided by the winners. The party must be taken between 12-5-87 and 12-8-87. The 50 pizzas will be 2-item pizzas. The winner will have the choice of items. The pizzas do not have to be the same.

Fast, Free Delivery
505 North Pine
Phone: 925-6941
Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Limited Delivery Area

Dorm Wars™ Entry Form
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<td>(Driver Will Get Off Box)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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One Coupon Per Pizza. Expires 12-3-87
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Ellensburg hunger event

By SUSAN MONAHAN
News Editor

A week of raising funds and awareness for world and local hunger is the theme for the second annual Ellensburg Hunger Event, sponsored by the Lutheran Student Ministry. Last year's event raised $2,000, and this year they are hoping to double that figure.

The week-long event begins Saturday, November 14 with a 10-kilometer walk-run. Registration is at 8:30 at the Nicholson Pavilion. There is a requirement of a $10 entry fee or a sponsor sheet. The sponsor sheets are available throughout the Ellensburg community. Central Washington University Campus Ministry of a $10 entry fee or a sponsor sheet.

Some faculty members invest more in the CREF than others, hoping to accumulate more money that they will be able to enjoy when they retire. While others are satisfied knowing that their money is being safeguarded in a TIAA, and electing not to invest in the potentially risky CREF.

Some faculty members invest more in other ways. Many faculty members invest in their dorm-room cooking total $10,000. It can be an ap­ petizer, main dish, dessert or snack.

Some faculty members invest more in the CREF than others, hoping to accumulate more money that they will be able to enjoy when they retire. While others are satisfied knowing that their money is being safeguarded in a TIAA, and electing not to invest in the potentially risky CREF.

However, O'Gorman says that the majority of faculty members from across the country elect to divide their bi-monthly pension fund contribution evenly between the two funds.

During the week there will be speakers on world and local hunger, in the SUB pit everyday at noon. The ASCWU Special Programs Organization is helping the Lutheran Student Ministry to line up speakers.

The event of the week is National Fast Day, Thursday, November 19. Students are being asked to give up at least one meal, and donate the cost of that meal to the Hunger Event campaign. This can be done through your meal ticket at the dining halls. Food equal to the food value of the meal(s) missed will be donated to the local food bank, to be distributed in the Christmas Baskets. Dana-Joel Belkholm said, "Last year 20 to 25 percent of the residence halls participated in the event."

Winning this contest may make your life much easier. Prizes for the best in dorm-room cooking total $10,000.

Entry forms may be picked up at a display on the west side of Holmes Dining Hall. For more information, call Tom Ogg or Carter Babcock at 963-1591. The contest is sponsored by the National Association of College and University Food Services.

Dorm hotplate recipe contest

By JUNE E. MAW
Staff Writer

If a hotpot is the only cooking utensil in your dorm room, the "Grade A Recipe Contest" sponsored by Sweet N' Low may be the best opportunity to show off your culinary expertise and win a scholarship while doing it.

Entering the contest is easy. All you have to do is submit the instructions for any healthy recipe that can be prepared in a residence hall room. It can be an appetizer, main dish, dessert or snack.

The only rule is that it must be made entirely in your room without using any pre-packaged food.

Winning this contest may make your life much easier. Prizes for the best dorm-room cooking total $10,000.

The Media Training Session is sponsored by the Observer and hosted by Lionel Campos, editor, and George Harper, advisor. We will be meeting in Bouillon Hall, room 234, Thursday, November 12, at 7 p.m.
The three million-plus the university is asking for is based on the number of Full Time Equivalent students multiplied by the central dollars the legislature allot to the university each fiscal year. One FTE student is equal to 15 credit hours. According to Antonich, each state university is required to spend a certain amount of the control dollars on each FTE student.

The formula for determining how much the university should ask for in the supplementary budget is simple, says Antonich. "We took their basic control dollars and multiplied them by the 343 FTE students we are over-enrolled with and came up with a total of $3,294,920." Dr. James Pappas, Dean of Admissions and Records, is unsure if the supplementary budget will be approved by the legislature this January. "One wonders that in view of the 3 to 4 percent cut if this request stands any chance at all of being passed." Pappas says this budget is necessary mainly to cover the cost of hiring additional faculty. "Over-enrollment is a good problem but it also hurts us a little. Retention is the primary culprit. Followed closely by good general growth."

Since the university, like other state agencies, is under a biennial budget, there will not be a chance until 1989 to adjust the budget to allow for additional students. Antonich says that the 1989 budget will ask for 363 more FTE students at Central and 150 at the extension centers.

Joe Antonich
WITH EXPRESS CHECKING, THERE'S NO FEE FOR USING SEAFIRST CASH MACHINES.

Express Checking makes an excellent introduction to student economics. It cuts the cost of banking, but still gives you all the service you need. All for a flat monthly fee of just $5.

You'll enjoy unlimited usage at more than 160 Seafirst Cash Machines across the state—with no Cash Machine fees.

What's more, you can write seven free checks a month. And there's no minimum balance requirement, so you don't have to worry about being charged an extra fee if your balance takes an unexpected dip.

And you can open your Express Checking account with as little as $100.

Seafirst is also your student loan center, offering college financing options that include GSL, PLUS and SLS loans and CollegeLine.

For more information on Seafirst student loans, give us a call at 1-800-542-6600 toll free.

*Other fees, such as check orders, using non-Seafirst cash machines and writing overdrafts, may apply.
Jack White: "ain't no bologna!"

By RENEE RICKETS
Staff Writer

Anyone with even a hint of modesty would have to wonder about the kind of guy who claims to be "next to only God," but pocket-billard wizard Jack White swears he and his younger-than-Santa physique are "all airhorn; this ain't no bologna!"

CWU students gathered around the pool table placed in the SUB pit at 10 a.m. and noon Tuesday to pick up pool tips, see famous trick shots, get in a few laughs between classes, and hear this Professor of Poolology's lesson: "any time a person wants to bet you money he can make a shot, don't—he probably can!"

Born of a billiard-playing family, the 56-year-old professional pool shark has been playing since he was eight. Among White's greatest achievements are defeating both Minnesota Fats and Willy Mosconi, and winning a three-day, three-night match against a Texan named "Cannonball."

White has played since he was eight. Among White's greatest achievements are defeating both Minnesota Fats and Willy Mosconi, and winning a three-day, three-night match against a Texan named "Cannonball."

"Cannonball.

Tuesday's performance was not White's first at CWU. Rather, he has visited our campus annually for about 20 years. "We're talking about having kind of a party for him next year; sort of a 20th anniversary," Drinkwater said.

With tongue-in-cheek, White promised his followers "food and booze" if they came to his party next year, and declared that he would not play if those refreshments were not provided.

Sarcasm is the element which gives White's show style. Despite his size, "Big Jack" is quick with a comeback to a comment from the audience, and able to unnerve challengers with a single sentence, like the one used on junior Leo Reed: "I'm gonna go through you like diarrhea!"

Since his one-liners feed off of audience participation, White was eager to engage his 10 a.m. gathering. He threatened two women, saying, "If you don't come over here and watch my show, I'm going to spank your bottom!" and announced that "Anyone who leaves my show early is definitely gay!"

White was touched by the large SUB pit congregation at noon. "I am so honored that so many students decided to blow off class to come and see me," he commented.

Those students who had seen White perform before knew to jump right in when he asked for questions. In response to Ramona Fletcher's query about his marital status, White said, "What have you got in mind, baby?"

When she later tried to come back through the back door by asking if he had any sons, White retorted, "Sure, I travel a lot!"

White was able to carry a steady monologue while sinking shots when no questions arose. His favorite topics were his talent, "it's great to be great;" his conquests, "I have a high run in my pocket;" his friends, "Tom Seleck spent Christmas with me last year;" his sex appeal, "I know (Bo Derek's) going to hit on me—she always does;" and his fortune, "I made $14 million last year, and it was a bad year!"

After offering each member of the audience $100 if he missed a certain shot, one student asked White how much cash he had brought with him. White pulled an enormous wad of "funny money" out of his pocket and replied "I could buy where you live and make you move!"

A self-made man, White needs no introduction, and makes the best conclusion for himself: "I am definitely amazing!"

Central Timpanist One in a Thousand

By LILLY PARK
Staff Writer

rare (adj) Uncommon, special.
The definition fits. Walt Hampton belongs to that rare group of "about one thousand people in the world who can play timpani."

Hampton is a Central graduate assistant in the music department. Timpani is a special type of percussion instrument, which resembles a drum. Percussion refers to any instrument that produces a tone when hit.

Hampton entered the world of music at age twelve. His sister's boyfriend came to pick up his sister. The sister wasn't home. Walt was. So the future brother-in-law asked Walt to help get two drum sets. He ended up giving Walt one of the drum sets as well as two lessons.

"Sometimes I wonder, if my sister had been home... smiled Hampton. That was the start.

Walt entered a school band and progressed as a drum set player. Coming to Central was a shock for then-freshman Hampton. "C.W.U. was big on drum set players. I was just another face in the crowd."

By chance, Hampton got to play the timpani under the tutelage of Central's own John Moawad. He chose to go through the standard musical program, with one exception: he played timpani.

Hampton went on to study with two master teachers. "Mike Cruise is an outstanding percussionist with the Seattle Symphony." Cruise helped Hampton prepare for the "Drumming recital."

Walt Hampton - Practice has made him a success.

Tony Cruise wrote music books from which Walt had studied. This past summer, Hampton and his wife went to San Francisco. While there, Hampton studied with Crone. He is "an incredible great and good writer."

One of Hampton's favorite composers is Werner Tharion, timpanist with the Berlin Symphony. "He treats music so beautifully." As a rule, most writers don't excel at the instrument they write for. Any exceptions to the rule are rare.

"Take Bach. His music fits your hands and just works," Hampton added.

Hampton is a man of many hats. He teaches music lessons in Yakima and Ellensburg. He tutors for Central. He has a "come and go rock band," called Vox IV. He co-directs Central's percussion ensemble with John Moawad.

In addition, Hampton is billed the Principle Solo Timpanist Performer for the Yakima Symphony.

See please Hampton page 10
Soap Opera favorites now in card game

By CELINE BEARD
Staff Writer

A soap opera is the generic name given to a daytime television drama with continuing story lines. If you happen to make up 20 to 30 percent of all college soap opera viewers, here is a game you will love.

The new question-and-answer card game introduced by the United States Card Company will give soap opera fans the chance to test their knowledge.

The soap opera games available are: Guiding Light, All My Children, General Hospital, The Young and The Restless, As The World Turns, and Days Of Our Lives.

Each game consists of 54 challenge cards with more than 300 questions and answers from the soap's story lines. Although the game can be played by one person, two or more people make it more exciting.

To decide which questions to answer, the game cards are accompanied by a die which has a picture on each one of its sides symbolizing the different categories.

The soap opera mania cuts across all ages, incomes, sexes, and educational levels. We anticipate a strong demand for the games from fans who will want a Soap Opera Challenge for each of their favorite shows," said Black.

Soap Opera Challenge was produced by Kate Curran, a devoted Massachusetts soap opera fan who spent months researching the questions for each of the soaps in the series. All the questions were reviewed for accuracy by the licensing directors of ABC, Columbia Pictures, Taft Merchandising, and producers and writers of the shows. Suggested retail price for each "Soap Opera Challenge" is $3.99.

Some famous personalities who admit to being hooked on soaps are Oprah Winfrey, Gerald and Betty Ford, Sammy Davis Jr., Carol Burnett, Aretha Franklin, and Don Johnson. According to statistics, viewers strongly identify with the characters and become addicted to the plots and cliff hangers.

I had the chance to play 'The Young And The Restless' game, and it was both fun and challenging. Even if you have not been loyal in keeping up with your favorite soap, the game will still be exciting and challenging.

SUDS GAMES — This new series of question-and-answer card games represent the six most popular daytime dramas: Guiding Light, All My Children, General Hospital, The Young and the Restless, As the World Turns, and Days of Our Lives.

The game, "Soap Opera Challenge," recently went on sale nationwide.

New products marketing manager for the United States Card Company, Susan Black said, 'It's all there in the cards and challenge plus.'

Soap Opera Challenge are arranged in six categories: 1) love affairs, 2) the family tree, 3) characters and circumstance, 4) death and disappearance, 5) it's a crime, and 6) challenge plus.

For more information call Dave McCauley at 963-1311.

ALSO:
* PC/AT COMPATIBLES
* 386 WORKSTATIONS
* ADVANCED 31 KH, VIDEO
* FLAT SCREEN DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY
Hampton plans to start a doctoral program in two years. His goal is to become a teacher at the university level. "It's a bread and butter job that allows you to create."

Hampton needs to find a mentor to study with. "People ask, 'Whose disciple are you?' You need to have studied with someone significant."

Hampton sees his accomplishments as mediocre. "So few people ever attain beyond the mediocre, if you even try beyond it, it's an accomplishment."

Hampton thinks the discipline of music can make or break a person. "People think you have to believe you can do it to reach a goal. You don't have to believe. You just have to force yourself to do it. Then you realize what you can really do."

Music has a lot to offer. "You have to take time to listen. Hear what people got out of it, four hundred years ago. Music is not tangible, not even visible. It totally wraps you up."

Hampton commented. While performing, Hampton tries to play "what's beyond the page, not just what's in front of you. Try to focus on interpretation."

However, a musician's reality is performing somewhere between these two extremes.

His graduate percussion recital will consist of seven scores: The Concert For Timpani, "short, in-depth and a good opener"; Bach A Minor Violin Concerto, with the marimba substituted for the xylophone; Snare Drum Etudes, "short, three minute pieces." Inspirations Diabolique, "the most difficult piece I've ever encountered. I'm not bragging!-I'm warning myself."; Tambourin Chinois, "a standard xylophone piece"; Aria, a marimba-piano piece that "isn't difficult, but really fun to do"; and Timpani Concerto, written by the inspired composer, Werner Tharonio.

Hampton views music as a discipline that you humble yourself to. "The point of music is that there is something bigger than you going on. Some music that you listen to, it's not just human effort that put those notes together."

Hampton has written a song that he hopes to publish someday. The song compares the life of Mozart to the song "Rock Me Amadeus," a take-off on the movie about Mozart's life.

Hampton's point is that "it would take about eight-hundred of those guys to equal just one Mozart."

Reverence is a tough word to use to describe someone's outlook towards life and music, but it fits Walt Hampton perfectly. Rare discipline and reverence.

MR. TIMPANI — Walt Hampton displays his four companions of late. Hampton's graduate recital is Sunday, Nov. 15.

SNOOKERED — Art Haskins takes aim in a futile attempt at beating pool whiz Jack White. Haskins was defeated as White escaped the exhibition unbeaten.
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Pool-shooting display by Jack White, although most had no chance of beating the pool shark.

FAT CHANCE — Those in attendance Tuesday saw an impressive pool-shooting display by Jack White, although most had no chance of beating the pool shark.

Central's Career Planning & Placement Center, located in Barge 105, invites students to visit the office to register for service, maintain a current placement file, keep posted on campus interviewing and current jobs, and discuss concerns regarding career goals.

BUSINESSES INTERVIEWING: The following organizations will have representatives at the CPPC to interview interested candidates. Sign-up schedules are posted one week before the arrival of the interviewers.

John Fluke Manufacturing Co. - Nov. 11, accounting majors; U.S. Army Recruit, Battalion - Nov. 16, all majors; U.S. Naval Investigative Service Resident Agency - Nov. 17-18, all majors; Goddard Pizza - Nov. 18, all majors; Mariposa - Nov. 19, fashion and related majors.

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS: For candidates interested in current placement file, keep posted on campus interviewing and current jobs, and discuss concerns regarding career goals.

TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES: A representative from the University of Alaska will be on campus on Monday, Nov. 16. A group meeting will be held on SUB 204/5 at 1:10 p.m. Advance sign-up is requested beginning Nov. 9.

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS: For candidates interested in current placement file, keep posted on campus interviewing and current jobs, and discuss concerns regarding career goals.

GRAD SCHOOLS RECRUITING: On November 16, University of Puget Sound - School of Law will be on campus. Interviews will be held at Barge 105. Sign up in advance at CPPC office starting Nov. 9.

There may be additions to this list of recruiters - please stop by from time to time to check the current bulletin.

The club is designed to promote rigorous outdoor activities with an emphasis on education and preservation of our environment," said club president Mike Eberle.

One or two major trips are planned for each quarter, with many smaller ones for the weekends. Plans for winter and spring include a trip to Banff, Canada to ice-climb and a trip to California to see and climb the Joshua Tree.

The club began as a group of rock climbers. Vice president Shawn Barrows said the club was originally just going to be a climbing group, but they changed so "we could encompass and include more people."

The group does a "technical" climb which is very safe; the lead climber sets protection and rope harnesses used for safety reasons.

After the initial expense of extra rope and a harness, climbing is virtually free. "These things can be rented or borrowed in the beginning, helping to keep costs down," Barrows mentioned.

The club meets on the first and third Thursdays of every month in the SUB Tameum room at 6 p.m. Membership is open to any outdoor-oriented student. For more information, contact Shawn Barrows at 925-3959.

— Mike Eberle

SO YOU WANT TO BE AN

EDITOR . . . .

You’ll never get an earlier chance than Winter Quarter on the Observer. It is a salaried position, and a great big mark on your resume. Applicants should be full-time students at Central, with practical experience in newswriting.

No academic prerequisites.

Submit your application by November 18th, to:

Advisor, The Observer, Bouillon Hall.

A letter will do it, to start. If you think you might like to do it, but have some questions, call 963-1250.
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(no cover)
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The Student Is

The student is the most important person on the campus. Without students there would be no need for the institution. The student is not a cold enrollment statistic, but a flesh and blood human being with feelings and emotions like our own. The student is not someone to be tolerated so that we can do our thing. They are our thing. The student is not dependent on us. Rather we are dependent on them. The student is not an interruption of our work, but the purpose of it. We are not doing them a favor by serving them. They are doing us a favor by giving us the opportunity to do so.

H.E.C.

Let's do it!

Next BOD meeting: Monday, November 17th at 4:00 in Barto Hall
Guest speaker Mary James, Higher Education Coordinating Board, will be speaking on the master plan.

Committees.

There are still many vacant committee seats if you are interested and would like to get involved. Visit the ASCWU Office in the SUB room 214 or call 963-1693. Thank you.

CLUBS

Schedule your yearbook photos today.
This is a paid advertisement sponsored by the ASCWU
A Macintosh™ personal computer and an Apple ImageWriter™ II printer will save you hours of time. Not to mention gallons of correction fluid and reams and reams of paper. And, if you buy both now, the first ream of paper you’ll save will have a lovely green glow. You’ll save a bundle of cash when you purchase an ImageWriter II printer along with your choice of a Macintosh Plus or a Macintosh SE. Either way you’ll be able to turn out beautifully written and beautifully printed papers. And we’ll even try to help you pay for your purchase with a variety of financing options. We feel compelled to tell you, though, that a deal like this can’t last forever. So it’s a good idea to see your campus microcomputer center today. And join the conservation movement.

Apple

The power to be your best.”
Wildcat cagers open season to mixed reviews

Brian Zylstra

In that cultural mecca known as New York, some people look forward to the openings of the opera and ballet seasons. In other places, of such high culture, like Easton, people anticipate the opening of hunting season.

Well, in Nicholson Pavilion two ago, hundreds of faithful turned out for the debut of that well-reputed, high-flying ensemble known as the Central men’s basketball team.

Naturally, the fans who showed up Tuesday were curious about the 1987-88 version of the ’Cats. Questions were to arise: Can Kenny Thompson and Steve Evenson replace last season’s strong inside pair of Ron Vander Schaaf and Rodnie Taylor? Who would take over the point guard duties so ably handled by Joe Harris the past two seasons? Could anybody provide the spark off the bench and the excitement that Tim Durden gave to the ’Cats?

There were questions about this team, and they were answered Tuesday, and although Central’s 92-84 loss to the Brisbane Bullets wasn’t a thing of beauty to Wildcat supporters, it wasn’t cause for mourning, either.

It wasn’t a bad loss for a team that was less than awesome, but this wasn’t St. Martin’s that it was playing, it was a team that is the Australian equivalent to the Los Angeles Lakers.

The Bullets are the champions of the Australian National Basketball League, and their play showed that they are damn good.

This team from Down Under has been together for quite a while, and their strong team chemistry was evident. From beginning to end, the Wildcats had no problem with the Mountaineers, scoring on their first eight of nine possessions of the game.

The 63 points is a modern-day school record, and the eight rushing touchdowns in a game broke the CFL record. Central had tied the record of seven earlier in the year.

The ’Cats also set a school record for most touchdowns rushing in a season with 30, eclipsing the old mark of 27. Dillingham put CWU on the scoreboard with a three-yard run in the first period.

By GEORGE EDGAR

In the second quarter, Jim Hill, who threw only nine passes all day, connected with tight end John Bower for a 25-yard touchdown pass. Dillingham and fullback Kevin Rodgers each scored on the four on the next two Central drives, helping raise the lead to 50-17.

Eastern Oregon finally scored on a 17-yard touchdown pass from quarterback Salvi Vaeao to Roger Dutra and followed it with a perfect conversion for a 35-8 halftime score.

But the game, for all intents and purposes, was basically over. Hill scored on a 36-yard option run and Dillingham finished his day with a 27-yard touchdown sweep that brought the score to 49-8 in the third quarter.

Head coach Mike Dunbar pulled his starters and inserted his second stringers midway through the third.

After routing EOSC the ’Cats are on verge of making the playoffs

By GEORGE EDGAR

Jimmie Dillingham ran for 131 yards on 22 carries to surpass Ed Watson as the all-time leading rusher in Central history, as the Wildcats routed the visiting Eastern Oregon Mountaineers 63-26 here Saturday.

The win forces a 7 p.m. showdown between the Wildcats and the Simon Fraser Clanmen Saturday at Swangard Stadium in Burnaby, B.C. If Central wins or ties, it will be in the NAIA Division I playoffs for the first time since 1984.

If the Wildcats lose, a series of tie-breakers involving the ’Cats, Puget Sound, Southern Oregon and Western Oregon would be required to determine who enters the playoffs.

Last week, the Clanmen scored a 29-28 upset over Puget Sound. SFU scored a 17-yard touchdown pass from quarterback Bart Fortune to Nick Mazzoli with 1:13 left in the game, followed by Caravatta’s two-point conversion.

Caravatta was named CFL Player-of-the-Week in the Northern Division for his heroics. He is the seventh-ranked quarterback in the league, with 14 touchdowns and eight interceptions.

The Mountaineers followed the going with 17-yard touchdown pass from quarter­back Savali Vaeao to Roger Dutra and 26-yard scoring jaunt with 6:39 left in the third quarter. Riojas added a 26-yard scoring jaunt with 10:14 remaining in the game.

The Mountaineers found the going much easier against the Wildcats.

Eastern Oregon had 338 yards on total offense for the game.

The CWU mentor also noted that the starting five (it was Thompson, Evenson, Dave Biever, David Jones and Tim Brown) Tuesday is far from set.

Evenson noted that lack of concentration hurt the ’Cats at both ends of the court, but added that it was their first game together.

“We were trying to get used to each other,” the ex-Husky said.

That’s the one thing that Wildcat fans will have to remember during these first few weeks of the season. Central probably won’t hit its peak until the players have gotten used to each other and Nicholson’s system. When all that occurs, this team should be as awesome as its No. 6 ranking in the NAIA pre-season poll suggests.

And the reviews should be a bit sweeter for the biggest attraction in town.

P.S. — It seems that there was a little boo-boo in this column two weeks ago. During the column about PLU’s football team, I made a reference to Freddy Krueger, that bad dude on the Nightmare On Elm Street flicks. The problem was, I called him Eddie, not Freddy. Yeah, it shows how ignorant I am about adolescent horror films.

Anyway, I apologize to all those horror movie fans.

Dillingham broke the record on a six-yard run with 5:32 remaining in the third quarter, putting him at 2,229 yard run with 9:52 remaining in the game after scoring his third touchdown.

2,285 career rushing yards and, with 10:14 remaining in the game.

908 on the season, is 92 away from becoming the fourth Wildcat to rush for 1,000 yards in a season.

“I can’t decide what I feel,” said Dillingham after the game. “But I’ll enjoy it while I can for the next couple of days, before we play Simon Fraser.”

From beginning to end, the Wildcats had no problem with the Mountaineers, scoring on their first eight of nine possessions of the game.

The 63 points is a modern-day school record, and the eight rushing touchdowns in a game broke the CFL record. Central had tied the record of seven earlier in the year.

The ’Cats also set a school record for most touchdowns rushing in a season with 30, eclipsing the old mark of 27. Dillingham put CWU on the scoreboard with a three-yard run in the first period.

By GEORGE EDGAR

In the second quarter, Jim Hill, who threw only nine passes all day, connected with tight end John Bower for a 25-yard touchdown pass. Dillingham and fullback Kevin Rodgers each scored on the four on the next two Central drives, helping raise the lead to 50-17.

Eastern Oregon finally scored on a 17-yard touchdown pass from quarterback Salvi Vaeao to Roger Dutra and followed it with a perfect conversion for a 35-8 halftime score.

But the game, for all intents and purposes, was basically over. Hill scored on a 36-yard option run and Dillingham finished his day with a 27-yard touchdown sweep that brought the score to 49-8 in the third quarter.

Head coach Mike Dunbar pulled his starters and inserted his second stringers midway through the third.
Three harriers advance to nationals next week

By NEIL STURGEON
Staff Writer

Central has three runners going to nationals in Mike Pace and Joel Czech for the men and Kim Burke for the women. The team title was the FLU men's first in the meet's 24-year history. "We didn't achieve our main goal, winning," said CWU men's coach Spike Arlt, last year's Coach-of-the-Year. "But we did achieve all our other goals this season."

Central's men finished third with 79 points behind FLU with 45 points and Western Washington with 63 points. Even though all of the CWU women cut 30 seconds to a minute off their times on this course, they still finished sixth overall with 120 points. FLU won the meet with 47 points, followed closely by Simon Fraser with 48 points. SFU didn't run national star Leah Pells because of a twisted ankle suffered last week. She will be ready to represent her team and District 1 at nationals.

When the fog cleared, Burke stood proud as the highest placing women at a district meet in Central's history. Burke, with a 18:21, finished only 19 seconds behind defending national champion Valerie Hilden of Western (18:02). Pace and Czech stood proudly next to Burke, as they finished third and fourth, respectively. Pace was clocked in 27:59 and Czech in 28:05.

Western's Neil Sherry ran away with the meet from the first mile and finished in a time of 27:26, a new course record.

Chuck Little and Cope Belmont were fagged with the flu epidemic of last week and "we just couldn't do it without five near-perfect performances," said Arlt.

Matt Olson ran a tough race and pulled it all together on the day when it all counted, finishing 22nd in 28:52, right ahead of Steve 'Giddy' Bacon, 24th in 28:56.

Heather Lucas was only a few spots from a plane ride, finishing 11th with a 19:17 time.

Booiers end campaigns

By JOEL LIUM
Staff Writer

The momentum that the men's and women's soccer teams created at the end of the season came to a crashing halt as both CWU teams played to ties last weekend to finish their respective seasons.

"It was frustrating to travel 800 miles, "We outplayed them. We just couldn't finish them," Walker said. "Even though we outshot NW Nazarere 22-7, we were losing 1-0. We scored our tying goal after I took out a goal off an assist from Terri Compton with 30 seconds left in the contest."

Central finished the season in fourth place behind Western Washington, Pacific Lutheran and Puget Sound, who powered 39-0 by The Mint Tavern powered 39-0 with 48 points. "We didn't achieve our main goal, winning," said CWU men's coach Spike Arlt, last year's Coach-of-the-Year. "But we did achieve all our other goals this season."

Central has three runners going to nationals in Mike Pace and Joel Czech for the men and Kim Burke for the women. The team title was the FLU men's first in the meet's 24-year history. "We didn't achieve our main goal, winning," said CWU men's coach Spike Arlt, last year's Coach-of-the-Year. "But we did achieve all our other goals this season."
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When the fog cleared, Burke stood proud as the highest placing women at a district meet in Central's history. Burke, with a 18:21, finished only 19 seconds behind defending national champion Valerie Hilden of Western (18:02). Pace and Czech stood proudly next to Burke, as they finished third and fourth, respectively. Pace was clocked in 27:59 and Czech in 28:05.

Western's Neil Sherry ran away with the meet from the first mile and finished in a time of 27:26, a new course record.

Chuck Little and Cope Belmont were fagged with the flu epidemic of last week and "we just couldn't do it without five near-perfect performances," said Arlt.
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Western's Neil Sherry ran away with the meet from the first mile and finished in a time of 27:26, a new course record.

Chuck Little and Cope Belmont were fagged with the flu epidemic of last week and "we just couldn't do it without five near-perfect performances," said Arlt.

Matt Olson ran a tough race and pulled it all together on the day when it all counted, finishing 22nd in 28:52, right ahead of Steve 'Giddy' Bacon, 24th in 28:56.

Heather Lucas was only a few spots from a plane ride, finishing 11th with a 19:17 time.

Intramural football playoffs:
The Mint crushes TJ's

By MATT BRADEN
Staff Writer

The only undefeated team in regular season play, TJ's Team, was overpowered 39-0 by The Mint Tavern Tuesday in the quarterfinals of the Men's Intramural Flag Football playoffs.

Chris Johnson and Tom Sanchez each caught two touchdown passes during the win. Even though TJ's Team is out of the playoff race, captain T.J. Sedgwick remarked, "We've had a lot of fun this year," then added, "I'd rather lose with the winners meeting in the championship game today at 3:30 p.m.
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Women’s hoop squad takes aim at district title

With its shooting skills and depth improved, look for Central to make a legitimate run at its first-ever NAIA District 1 basketball title this winter.

"I will be disappointed if we’re not improved," said head coach Gary Frederick, who has guided the Wildcats to three consecutive winning seasons.

"We’ve built up our record (54-26 over the past three seasons) primarily on defense," Frederick said. "If we continue to play solid defense and improve our shooting percentage, we should make a legitimate run at the district title.

Last year, the Wildcats won 19 games and lost eight, missing out on a district playoff berth by one-half game.

Three starters and four of their top five scorers returned. Graduation cost the team in assists with 107. Sanders will average at least 15 points a game, "I am confident that as a group they will average at least 15 points a game," Frederick said, beginning his sixth season. "Overall, we have more size, and we should have better quickness."

Martin (11.5), Arthur (10.9) and Long (10.3) all averaged in double figures, while Alley ranked fifth in scoring, averaging 6.9 points per game. Arthur ranked second to Wilson in rebounding (7.5 per outing).

Despite the loss of the 5-10 Wilson, CWU’s inside game should be better with Burrous, Swan, Keeney and freshman Robin Carlson (6-1, Yakima - West Valley). "We should be pretty good at center," Frederick said, beginning his sixth season. "Overall, we have more size, and we should have better quickness."

Burrous earned first-team NW AACC Northern Region honors at Skagit Valley, while Alley ranked fifth in scoring, averaging 14.6 points per game to earn MVP and all-district honors.

McCord, a three-year letter winner, has excellent jumping ability, and has improved her shooting ability.

Alley, one of the best passers on the team, was a steady offensive player last year and can be an outstanding scorer. McCourt, who averaged 13.6 points for the jayvee team, has improved her strength and should be a better rebounder.

Nancy Ann Katzer (5-9, Jr., Renton - Lindbergh) and Kelly Anderson (5-8, Jr., Bellevue - Interlake) are the top newcomers at guard.

Arthur, a three-year letter winner, has excellent jumping ability, and has improved her shooting ability.

Alley, one of the best passers on the team, was a steady offensive player last year and can be an outstanding scorer. McCourt, who averaged 13.6 points for the jayvee team, has improved her strength and should be a better rebounder.

Nancy Ann Katzer (5-9, Jr., Renton - Lindbergh) and Kelly Anderson (5-8, Jr., Coville) are the top newcomers at guard.

A transfer from Green River, Katzer is a very aggressive rebounder and a solid defensive player. She was one of the Lady Gators’ team co-captains.

Anderson is a good rebounder and scorer, and also has good defensive skills. "Once she adjusts to the aggressiveness of the college game, she is going to be a good rebounder and scorer," Frederick said.

At guard, Martin is one of the outstanding players in the district and should benefit from the addition of the three-point line. Last year, she shot 43.6 percent from the field and 67.4 percent from the foul line. She is also a fine defensive player.

Ellen Kernan (5-5, Jr., Kent), letter winner Angela Elyaw (5-7, So., Hoquiam) and redshirt Rachelle Arthur (5-9, Jr., Port Townsend) also figure in the guard picture. Alley also will see some playing time at off-guard.

Kernan adds quickness to the squad.

She averaged 13 points and five assists while earning team MVP honors at Highline CC, as well as first-team NW AACC all-league and all-tournament honors. "She is a good ball-handler and excellent shooter, and given enough playing time she could average in double figures," the CWU mentor said.

CWU opens its season Nov. 14 with its annual Alumni game. Tipoff at Nich Olson Pavilion is 5 p.m. The Wildcats’ official opener is Friday, Nov. 20, when Pacific Lutheran visits Nich Olson Pavilion for a 7 p.m. contest.

Contributed by Central sports information director Bob Guttill.
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ANSWERING:
The End of Ribbon Scrounging.

You have a lot of choices with your time. If you enjoy spending large portions of it trying to find ribbons for your typewriter or personal computer, you’re in for a big disappointment the next time you visit the Bookstore.

We offer over 5,000 ribbon products with hundreds more available in only 24 hours.

Waiting until the last minute just won’t be the same.

Genuine
Brother
Ribbon Products

Now available at the Bookstore.
Brisbane's hot shooting spoils hoop opener

By JOEL LIUM
Staff Writer

"G’day, mates! Australia proved Tuesday night that koala bears, vegemite and Crocodile Dundee weren’t the only things synonymous with the great land Down Under. Basketball recently has been added to that list of fine Australian culture, and a hoop team from Brisbane gave the crowd at Nicholson Pavilion a taste of it.

However, the Brisbane Bullets left a bad taste in the mouths of the Central Wildcats, as the Bullets, the reigning champions of the Australian National Basketball League, scored a 92-84 win.

Steve Evenson, a 6-8 junior transfer from Washington, led CWU with 20 points, while Yakima Valley transfer David Jones added 17 points, 15 coming in the second half.

Kenny Thompson collected 15 points and 10 rebounds for CWU.

Brisbane’s Robert Sibley led all scorers with 22 points, hitting an amazing four of five from three-point range.

Before playing Central, Brisbane had rolled up impressive results in beating four straight District 1 teams, including a 22-point hammering of Western Washington, the team that battled CWU in the district championship series last season.

But, in the first half, the Wildcats showed the visitors that they’re a notch better than the previous teams by grabbing a 44-38 halftime lead.

Thompson, a 6-8 center who transferred from Olympic CC, connected on 6 of 10 field goal attempts in leading the ‘Cats with 13 points during the first 20 minutes.

Evenson lived up to his lofty billing by adding 11 points.

Brisbane relied on three-pointers to stay in the game.

“We love the three point shot. It’s a longer shot in Australia, so this seemed like a layup for them,” Brisbane coach Brian Kettle said.

Indeed, it was easy. For the game, the Bullets shot a blistering 57 percent (8 of 14) from beyond the long-range stripe.

Trailing 52-50, Brisbane ran off 12 unanswered points to take control of the game, and later owned a 70-56 lead at the 11:29 mark in the second half.

The Cats fought back to trim the margin to 77-72 on a Jones bucket with 7:25 left, but the Bullets held off the rally to earn the win.

“We played poorly to start the second half,” CWU head coach Dean Nicholson said. “It was a typical first game,” Nicholson continued. “We lacked patience offensively, and we showed signs of brilliance. But we have to defend the low post better.”

The Wildcat mentor thought that Bryan Gerig, Dave Biwer and Israel Dorsey played with a lot of emotion tonight, and Thompson and Evenson had good first halves and David Jones played well in the second.”

Junior forward Dave Biwer grabbed 13 rebounds to pace Central’s 44-35 advantage on the boards.

Jones paced the Cats with three steals, and Thompson added two thefts.

The Wildcats host the Alumni Satur­day night in another exhibition game.

The 7:30 tipoff will follow the women’s Alumni game at 5 p.m.
WE CHOP PRICES FOR STARVING STUDENTS

Take a look at these coupons! At Price Chopper, we do everything we can to keep grocery prices down. Start saving right away. Besides our extra-special specials, we’ve got low everyday prices throughout the store, and top quality produce, meat and seafood.

BUMBLE BEE TUNA

CHUNK LIGHT TUNA

9¢

COUPON GOOD AT ELLENSBURG PRICE CHOPPER

COUPON EFFECTIVE NOV. 12 THRU NOV. 18, 1987

COPYRIGHT © 1987 ASSOCIATED GROCERS, INC., SEATTLE

PEPSI COLA

ASSORTED PEPSI

39¢

COUPON GOOD AT ELLENSBURG PRICE CHOPPER

COUPON EFFECTIVE NOV. 12 THRU NOV. 18, 1987

COPYRIGHT © 1987 ASSOCIATED GROCERS, INC., SEATTLE

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

We always had ’em . . . and we always will!
"Thinking of taking some time off from school? We need MOTHER’S HELPERS. Household duties and childcare. Live in exciting NEW YORK CITY suburbs. Room, board and salary included. 203-4959 or 914-273-1626.

WORD PROCESSING, TYPING Experienced, reasonable, fast, accurate, all forms. Nothing too large, small, or difficult. Resume specialist. Next to Campus BOOKMARK SERVICES 962-6609 or 968-3228

Send that special someone a classified. It works—you’re reading it. 963-1026 or Bouillon 220.

2nd Annual Community Flea Market, Sat. Nov. 14th. Rent a space for $10.00 and tables are available for an extra $2.50. For more information call Stan at 962-2737 daily from 3:00-

COUCH Wanted!!!!!! Call 963-1900

Kenny and Pat-Thanks for the wonderful dinner. I never had spaghetti that tasted like that. I owe ya!

Kerry, I am so glad that you came up to see me. I really miss you when I don’t see you. I love ya!

Okay, really, I’m finding it difficult to breathe in here now. Please, someone LET ME OUTTA HERE!!!

Interested in designing ads for the newspaper next quarter for credit? Call 963-1026 to get the details. It’s lots of fun and good experience. It also looks good on your resume!!

PART TIME - HOME MAILING PROGRAM! Excellent income! Details, send self-addressed, stamped envelope, West, Box 5877, Hillside, NJ 07205

Georgey Porgey Puddin’ Pie, Kissed the Girls and Made Them Cry!

Join the Crowd at
ADELINE’S ATTIQUE
315 N. Main

Happy Hour - 4pm-6pm
Well Drinks $1.00
Doubles for $1.50 Beer $.50
SPECIAL NIGHTS
Friday well drinks $1.00
Taco Tuesday 5pm-9pm
Tequila Tuesday-Worm Night 5pm-9pm

Mystery Discount Returns!

Berry’s brings back the mystery discount as a pre-Christmas special for you.

It’s Back!! And it’s more than a sale, it’s a once a year gift shopping opportunity. Save on every item in the store. Open and have approved a Berry’s Personal Charge, then select a sealed Mystery Discount Envelope that will contain a 10-20-30% discount or a $50.00 or $100.00 shopping spree. Caution! Do not open the mystery envelope. It must be opened in our store by a Berry’s Salesperson after purchases are chosen.

Remember Everyone Wins.

Hurry...Our Mystery Discount Ends Sunday, Nov. 15th

Berry’s

SECRETARIAL SERVICES: Typing/Word Processing-Licensed Professional. Mail-Outs, Reports, Term Projects, Resumes, Theses. SECRETARIAL SERVICES Ltd. 962-6378

HOMEWORKERS WANTED! TOP PAY! C.I. 121 24th Ave., N.W. Suite 222 Norman Oklahoma 73069

Dear WEBSTER---

What’s the deal? Emma is really getting upset that you haven’t been spending much time with her owner. I think that the remedy to that may be a CANADA ROAD TRIP? Just a few words of wisdom--maningum maningum, humina humina, and last but not least bluuh! MEOW, EMMA.

MD, Roach and Di--

Only twelve more days left to get serious. Remember the fearsome foursome always. Love ya all Ronarrett!!!

Georgia Harper is not the first lady of PR--For all those students in George’s 270 class.

Debbie Staudt--

Even though we may not see each other much, I still think about you everyday. I really miss our talks with Barbara Streisand. Call me Vick.

Sue--I can’t believe that I am doing this this way but here goes----Will you MARRY ME? Signed Marcus.

Can you believe the nerve of this guy Marcus up above this classified. Just josh n Marcus, I hope she says yes.

Your name.

That’s not too much for your country to ask.

Register with Selective Service.
It’s quick. It’s easy. And it’s the law.

Presented as a Public Service Announcement by the Selective Service System.

Buy one pair of Vuarnet Sunglasses & get a T-Shirt or Hat FREE!!!

Expires Nov. 26, 1987

MODERN OPTICAL
430 N. SPRAGUE
(Boise, Idaho)
925-9611
RESTAURANT AND 'FIFTH QUARTER' TAP ROOM
WE DELIVER 11AM------2AM DAILY

NEW ITEMS

BAKED LASAGNA. . . . Served with your choice of salad bar or soup and garlic bread. . . $3.99

FULL GARLIC BREAD. . . . $1.00
½ GARLIC BREAD. . . . .50
CHEESE BREAD. . . . . $1.25
½ CHEESE BREAD. . . . .75

BEER AND WINE ON TAP
MICHELOB DARK
RAINIER
GEORGE KILLIANS
BUDWEISER
BUD LIGHT
Mug-.56  Pitcher--$3.00

DOMESTIC BOTTLE  $1.00
STROHS
COORS LIGHT

PREMIUM BEER  $1.75
SCOTTISH ALE
INDIAN PALE ALE

IMPORTED BOTTLE  $1.75
BECKS DARK
CORONA

WINE COOLERS  $1.25
SEAGRAMS GOLDEN
WILD BERRY
TEQUITA

WINE GLASS  $1.00  CARAFE  $2.00
ROSE'
CHABLIS
BURGUNDY

SPECIALTY MIXED DRINKS

PEPPERMINT TWIST
MARGARITA
CHOCOLATE
PEACHES & CREAM
S Ki LIF T
SUNSET
VAn-HORN CREAM
FUZZY NA Ve L
CHOCOLATE BEAR
ROOTBEER FLOAT
WATERFALLS
COFFEE